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i-prep-you
github

A web application where an application uploads a job description, interview 
questions will be selected and fed to the user and the videos of the answers 
will be parsed to provide the user with unique feedback as to how to improve 


Technologies: JavaScript, React, CSS

Budget Buddy
github

A full-stack web application leveraging Google OAuth to help users gain greater 
insights into their spending and savings habits, utilizing the Material UI library
 

Technologies: MongoDB, Express, React, Node.js, JavaScript, React

Business 
Technology Analyst
Deloitte
01.2019 - 04.2019

// Managed the development and functional team as the scrum lead, to 
implement a customer relationship management system



// Drove greater efficiency within the project by initiating retrospectives and 
sprint planning and calendarized team members’ responsibilities to ensure 
the divvying of tasks was even and manageable

Software Developer 

Co-op
Visier Inc.
01.2020 - 09.2020

// Coordinated the upgrade of the database management library from version 
1 to 3 — projecting work required, writing user stories, and completing 
development work to increase security of the application  

Technologies: Scala, Gatling, Slick, SQL, JavaScript, Angular, jQuery

Co-President

09.2018 - 04.2021

// Led a team of over 50, overseeing seven different sub-teams to enable the 
execution of over 15 events and 3 hackathons, creating a sense of community 
within the team and raised over $110k with my team as Sponsorship Director



// Created a technical workshop series, coordinating with eight different 
workshop leaders including “All About APIs” and “Technical Interviews 101”

nwPlus

Front-End Engineer 
Intern
Splunk Inc.
01.2021 - 04.2021

// Executed on the development work on the Enterprise Dashboards Team to 
realize general availability of the product to over 12,000 customers



// Created a CI/CD pipeline for twelve different SplunkBase applications to 
increase reliability with automated test suites to realize faster releases



Technologies: React, Node.js, JavaScript, Docker

Program Manager 
Intern

05.2021 - Present

// Led a team of 7 developers to build a Microsoft Teams app to empower users 
to make Microsoft Graph API requests with a goal of increased Graph adoption



// Created and priotized a feature roadmap by conducting 12 user interviews,  
releasing user surveys, and continuously iterating on sponsor feedback

Microsoft

Expected Grad: 05.2022 
GPA: 3.80

University of British

Columbia

Courses: Software Engineering, Information Systems Analysis and Design

Bachelor of Commerce

Combined Major in Business and Computer Science

Anne Guo anneguo.com

linkedin.com/in/anneguo3

(604)816-8702

anneguo3@gmail.com
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